**Federal Genetic Non-Discrimination Act**

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy13707

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2017-Aug-23  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Health care and patient safety  
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association urges provincial and territorial governments to support the Federal Genetic Non-Discrimination Act (Bill S-201) by enacting corresponding legislation that echoes privacy protection.

**Victims of human trafficking**

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy13708

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2017-Aug-23  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Health care and patient safety  
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association supports increased physician awareness and education in identifying and supporting victims of human trafficking.

**Legislative changes to protect migrants and refugees**

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy13720

Policy Type: Policy resolution  
Date: 2017-Aug-23  
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism  
Health care and patient safety  
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association promotes legislative changes to protect migrants and refugees from arbitrary and indefinite detention in jails and jail-like facilities in Canada.
Preventing torture around the world

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy11658

Policy Type: Policy resolution
Date: 2015-Aug-26
Topics: Health care and patient safety
       Ethics and medical professionalism
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association urges the federal government to prevent torture around the world by allowing third party investigators, including medical professionals, to examine and review detention centres.

Code of ethics be developed to govern business-development strategies of companies in the health field

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy11235

Policy Type: Policy resolution
Date: 2014-Aug-20
Topics: Health care and patient safety
       Ethics and medical professionalism
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association recommends that a code of ethics be developed to govern business-development strategies of companies in the health field.

Personalized medicine

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy10529

Policy Type: Policy resolution
Date: 2012-Aug-15
Topics: Health systems, system funding and performance
       Health care and patient safety
       Population health/ health equity/ public health
Resolution: The Canadian Medical Association will study the impacts of personalized medicine on medical practice.
Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict

https://policybase.cma.ca/en/permalink/policy10173

Policy Type: Policy resolution
Last Reviewed: 2018-Mar-03
Date: 2011-Aug-24
Topics: Ethics and medical professionalism
        Health care and patient safety